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F.D.R Jr. Will Speak
At Mayfield On Saturday
Vice-preaideotial nominee Lyndon B. Johnson will make three
speeches in Kentucky Oct. 20, it
has been announced by Smith
Broadbent, Jr., State Democratic
Campaign Chairman, and Franklin
Ftoosevelt, Jr., will speak at Mayfield on Saturday, he added.
Broicfbent said Johnson will appear at Midcilt sboro at 12:30 p. m.
(EST), Frankfort at 4 p. m.(EST),
and Owensboro at 7:30 p. m.
(CST).
JOhnson will fly into Middlesbah)from North Carolina and will
leave Owensboro after his speech
for the Southwest.
John F. Kennedy, Johnson's
rurming-mate, drew 289,000 people
In five appearances in the state
two 'weeks ago.

Broadbent also announced a
speaking schedule for Oct. 22 for
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., son of
the late President.
Roosevelt, wlio appeared two
weeks ago in eastern Kentucky,
will speak at Mayfield at 10 a. m.,
Hopkinsville, 11:45 a. in., Russellville, 1:15 p. m., and Glasgow, 3:15
p. m., all Central Standard Time;
Elizabethtown at 8 p. m. (CDT),
and Newport, 8 p. m. (EST).
He will be accompanied by Keen
Johnson, Democratic senatorial
nominee.
Johnson, campaign In Western
Kentucky last week, called on voten to support the entire Democritic ticket reminding them that
a vote for John Sherman Cooper
is a vote for Richard Nixon.
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Bulldogs Meet Morganfield; Devils
Meet Marlin Along Pigskin Route

The St. Edwards Altar Society
will have a bake sale beginning
at 9 a. in. this Saturday at the
Fulton Bank. There will be cakes,
pies, candy, cookies, etc. for sale.

ed over the Tiptonville Earthquakes 41-12 Saturday night in
Fulton High Bulldogs vs. Mor- Tiptonville behind the brilliant
genfleid. here, 7:45 p. se..
running of Donald IParctunan.
South nekton Red Devito vs.
Parchman picked 'ip five TD's
Martin, here, 8 p. m.
and Richard Isbell on a beautiful
Fulton slammed out a reground- 50 yard dash scored the other.
ing 48-13 trhimph over complete- Isbell also accounted for two of
ly outclassed Crittenden County the extra points. Reed, Hardy and
Winston also picked up an extra
bore Friday night.
The Bulldogs tacked up two point each.
Tiptonville's first marker came
touchdowns in the first, second
and fourth quarters with a single at the claming stages of the second
Peacock reTD in the third canto in racking quarter, with 1
up the easy victory Crittenden turring a punt 85 yardsi.
Their other marker came in the
atlinalled itil two six-pointers in
the final Amass it the gums had eeriy pert of the fourth quarter
been over from the (ironing quar- on pass from Robin ale,* to Harold Stepp. This was a 80 yard pass
ter.
Quarterback Jahn Covington play combination.
Coach Ronnie Phillips Red
opened the scortng barrage for the
litilltinge on a 15-yard scamper Devils took control o fthe ball
with Joe Bennett kicking his first game on the opening kickoff and
of six extra points for a 7-0 lead. never was in any danger of losing
The South Fulton Red tide roll- it.
Gemes thur weekend:

Daddy Will Be
'Best Date'For
FHA Girls Club
By Beanie Weaks
The South Fulton FHA girls are
looking forward to an important
date wih heir daddies Thursday
nigh. October 2, at 6:30 In the
South Fulton school cafeteria,
where they will have their "Daddy
Date" night program, after a dinner of ham and till the trimmings
The 10th year Horne Ec girls
will give a deootional on "Love"
Jennie Lou Hardy, president of the
group, will give "Greetings" and
will introduce the girls and their
important dates. Bro. J. R. Coyingem will be the guest speaker
and his subject will be "Parents
and Teenagers Work Together".
Charlotte Clark will be narrator
for a style show, where girls will
model Nothing that they have
made. Janet Harris will award the
FHA degrees to girls who have
earned them.

Meachams To Have
Open House On
Golden Wedding

Governor Bert T. Combs and Agriculture Commissioner Emerson "Doc" Beauchamp will head a list
of prominent Democratic leaders who will come to Fulton on Friday, November 4 to speak on behalf of the
Democratic candidates for office in the November election.
Invitations have been issued to
Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield, Keen Johnson, the Democratic nominee for the United
States Senate and State Representatives and Senators in the First
District by the joint Democratic
campaign committees in Fulton
and Hickman Counties. Other prominent Democratic leaders in the

Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Meacham of
Fulton will celebrate their Galden
Wedding Sunday, October 23 at
their home at 707 Vine Street,
with open house from 2 to 5 p. m
All relatives and friends are invited.
They are the parents of James
Meacham, Mrs. James Holt and
Mrs. Cecil Wade, all of Fulton.
One son, Clifford, is deceased.
They have six grandchildren.
They are both members of the
First Baptist Church Mr. Meacham is a retired grocer.

First District and several other
State office-holders from the First
District have been invited.
Governor Combs and Commissioner Beauchamp told the News
on Wednesday that Fulton and
Hickman counties have always
been pointed to as model Democratic strong-holds and they want
to come to Fulton for a last minute

Fulton Junior High Football
Team Has Won 11 Straight Games
The Fulton Junior High football
team defeated Mayfield in a game
at Memorial Field here Tuesday
night by a score of 12-6. This was
the local team's llth straight win
since 958, the fourth this year.
In the first quarrter the Fulton
boys got the ball and set it down
on third. Terry Beadles passed it
to John Shepherd, who carried the
ball for 55 yards.

Treas Heads County Roads Council;
Henry Ward, Others To Visit Fulton

Joe Treats will serve as chair- fecting maintenance and rural
man of the Kentucky Better Roads road construction.
Council activity in Fulton county,
All local civic and trade organithe Council announced today. A zations will be asked to endorse
general committee made up of and work for the passage of the
}meting citizens, and endorsing or- bond issue. The committee will atgardiration officers will be formed tempt to present a clear picture of
to distribute accurate informa- what might happen should the
tion on the importance of passage bond issue fail„ the chairmen said.
of the $100 million roads and parks 'Roads already started or in the
bond issue to be on the ballot No- planning stage which will affect
vember I.
the economy of this section could
'If we are to have adequate be curtailed drastically, and might
roads in our time, this bond Issue be completely stopped. This apmust pass," Chairman Trees said plies to rural roads as well as main
today." Huge Federal allotments highways. None of us wafit this to
have been made available to con- happen." Tress said.
Commitee and divisions are betinue a major road building proMrs. Jess Nichols has gone to gram in all sections of Kentucky. ing formed in every section of the
Detroit, where the will spend the Funds from current revenues are State to tell the "road bond story".
winter with her daughter, Jose- not sufficient to match this Fed- More than 100 state-wide and loeral money without seriously af- cal civic, trade and professional
phine Nichols.

Elsewhere la
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appeal to voters to bring out the
largest Democratic vote ever recorded in the two counties and the
First District
The time and the place of the
dinner had not been set on Wednesday pending the availability of
a place large enough to accomodate the crowd that is anticipated
for the meeting that will be held
on the Friday before the general
election on Tuesday.
Dr. Ward Bushart, Fulton County campaign chairman and Dewey
Johnson and Harry "Jack" Roberts, co-chairmen of the campaign
in Hickman Coinity said that the
dinner will be to raise campaign
holds for the Democratic party.

Swift's News
By James Browder, Fieldman

All the Fulton players played
well, according to Coach Joe Caldwell. Duane McAlister was outstanding on the defensive job and
Chuck Pawlukievricz, John Shepherd, David and Marshall Mann
arid Donnie Green, halfback, all
played good ball.
The last game of the season for
the Fulton Junior team will be
with Jetton Junior High at Tyler
Field (the old Paducah Tilghman
Field) at Paducah on Monday
night at 6:30.
The local team is favored to
win, and if they do, their standing
will be five wins, no losses this
season.

association have endorsed the
bond proposal. Scorns of Kentucky
newspapers have indicated editorial support. Organizations include
business, labor, medical, educational and farm groups.
Two motorcades "for more and
better roads in Kentiicky will take
to the highways from Louisville to
the west and from Lexington to
the east during the week of October 24 to 29, designated "Good
Roads Week" by Governor Bert T.
Combs. The motorcade will be under the direction of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commercea
Bowling Green, Russellville, Hopkinsville, Murray, Fulton, Mayfield, Greenville, Hartford and
Owensboro are scheduled stops on
the western Kentucky tour. The
Continued On Page roe

In the past, the various columns
written about Dairyman producing
involved producers Who have been
milk for Swift and Company, have
producing milk for some time. In
this article, we wish to bring attention to the progress in dairying
of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Hall of
Route 1, Wingo, Ky.
Mr. Hall was employed by the
State Highway Department until
1960, at which time he returned to
his farm. Looking for something
to give him a regular income, he
chose the field of dairy. In March
he bought 14 heed of Holstein
cows from his neighbor, who was
selling out, and also rented his
farm, which for the most part was
permanently seeded down.
About May 1 these cows started
freshening and the Halls were in
the milking business. As Mr. Hall
will tell you, this was his first exA handsome plaque recognizing perience in using a milking ma10 years of service to his com- chine, and he went at it like an old
munity has been awarded to Thad timer. The first step was to get the
M. Fagan, owner of the Western calves off the cows at 5 to 7 day.
Auto Associate Store here
of age. Since the cows were bred
The walnut and bronze wall last year to a beef bull, most of the
name,
his
with
plaque, engraved
calves were sold at a premium
was forwarded from Western thru the Mayfield Sales Barn. By
Auto Supply Company's g'erkeral the time all were milking. Mr. Hall
offices in Kansas City, Mo.,, and was shipping between 600 and 700
presented through the firm's di- pounds of milk daily.
vision offices which serve this
Although these cows came fresh
area.
at peak of pasture season, Mr. Hall
fed a grain ration right along. Not
ELKS HAVE DINNER
having any feed of his own, he
Elks
Fulton
The rnembeasa of the
started out using the following
Lodge enjoyed an oyster supper at mixture: 100 Lbs. Bulky Las and
the club rooms Monday evening. 100 Lbs. Molasses, 1000 Lbs.
Ground Ear Corn, 300 Lbs. Purina
Cow Chow. Since using this right
on thru the summer, he is throughly sold on this feed mixture, and
the way his cows have milked and
tested gives him a good reason for
Hodding Carter, the Pulitzer-prize such.
winning editor of the Greenville
In September, the writer helped
(Miss.) Times Democrat couldn't Mr. Hall locate and purchase 12
be elected constable in their re- fine head of Pure Bred Jersey
spective precincts, not that they'd heifers. He was looking ahead and
want to be, incidentally; and it's wanted to hold his milk volume up
not because they're not great edi- in late winter and early spring
tors, its just that they have in- when his Holstein cows would be
testinal fortitude.
dry or at low production. To date
Everybody knows how to run a 10 of these 12 heifers have come
editors.
the
than
better
newspaper
fresh and are milking. This gave
If a guy wants to stay out of trou- his volume a boost and at a
time
ble and runs a newspaper with no when milk prices are
advancing.
editorial policy, no stand on is..
Mr. Hall has recently filled a
sties, no interest in controversial trench silo and with
his pasture
subjects . . . he's a no good, lazy, showing up, is in right
good shape
spineless critter. If he takes the for winter. He has
ample acres of
opposite course he's a no good, fescue, ladino clover and
lespeoleza
trouble-making, know-it-all bully. pasture, and at this
time of the
Who can win ... who wants to? year, the fescue and
clover are
For the past several years we coming on while
lespedeza is dryhave been taking the children to ing up.
Continued on Page Pow
While the Halls are the exception to the average producer who
grows into the milk business, be
already has his own ideas 0100
raising future replacements.
The writer thinks the lieu
should be highly commencied Ear
their entry into the Dairy Field.
There are others with less coulee.
who today are interested in entering this field but have lacked
the conviction it will pay off. Our
answer to this is just ask the Halls
for they have it down in dollars
and cents.

Fagan Is Awarded
Bronze Plaque

Want To Kill An Editor?..Then Be Kind To Him This Week
—jottings
from

.10's
Note Bookl

This is National Newspaper
Week and by !lents we should dust
off the platitudes and talk to you
about the newspaper's duty to the
public, the freedom of the press
and the public's right to know.
But having been back in harness
in the News office for a couple of
weeks we think that we'll arbitrarily change the name of the
week to "Be Kind to Editors
Week." We've come to the sad conclusion in some 30-odd years of
newspapering that an editor is an
ordinary person with his brains
knocked out.
A fellow editor phrased it aptly
Many needed improvements in the other day when he said:
the Fulton School system will bet "There must be some kind of hymade in the very near future, and pnotic spell in this business that
the Fulton City Board of Educa- keeps us going from week to
tion has awarded the eurrtoict for week." And that's the understatethe work to Albert Moms of Hick- ment of the year.
man, Route 4, with a bid of $41.Every week when the paper
151.22. along with subcontractors, comes off the press we look at our
Carl Reed of Fulton and Taylor handy work, admire it. read it
Plumbing, Heating and Electrical over ,and contemplate the hours
Company of Hickman.
of work itiat vvent into that labor
of love that soon finds its way to
school
four
the
in
The work
.
buildings—Milton, Terry-Norman the lining of the garbage pail .
hope. But We
Carrl Elementary and Fulton High, after its read, we
wonder if there isn't
will begin as soon as materials can can't help but
an easier way to make a living.
be obtaioni.
Newspaper editors and publishImprovements to the local school ers are in a claas all by themwhen
possible
system were made
'elves . . . yep, outclassed by the
the voters of the school district happy souls who go on day after
voted a school improvement tax in day without • soul wanting to
stab 'em, tar and feather 'ern,
January. 1960.

Contracts Given
For Repair Jobs
On City Schools

Nine-hundred and five dollars
was collected Tueadey in the first
day of the annual Boy Scout fund
drive, according to H. D. Hayes,
Fulton campaign chairman.
The drive will continue through
October 25.
Twenty-six local businessmen
soliciated funds Tuesday in the
Wednesday
district.
business
morning money collected on a
number of routes had not been
turned in and there were several
other contributors who had not
sent in their checks.
Mr. Hayes said that they hoped
to receivettapproximately $1,800.00
'atom aqiUI

Yearly: buds area $2.0

Governor Combs, Doc Beauchamp To
Speak Al Demo Rally Here Nov. 4

South Fulton In $905 Collected In
High Gear With Boy Scout Drive
Harvest Festival

And Now You Know About Eve Its
Unique Fashion Show By BM Club
The Fulton-South Fulton Business and Professional Women";
Club will present a unique fashion
show at 7:30 p. m., Tuesday night,
October 25, at the South Fulton
school gym.
Fashions will be shown from
the beginning of time, starting
with Eve, dressed in fig leaves.
There will be the Colonial Dames,
the Pioneer Woman, the Southern
Belle and Mammy, the Donee Hall
Queen. Early Miss America, a
World War I model, the Flapper. a
World War II model, the 1047 New

Fulton. Fulton'Countv, Kentucky, Thursday, October 20, 1960
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October 28 is the date set for
the annual South Fulton school's
Harvest Festival.
The festival is one of the big
events of the school year at South
Fulton and all proceeds go to the
school.
In the elementary school, most
of the money will go for the new
reacting program, for the purchase
of new equipment and text books.
Tickets are 10 cents each. King
and Queen candidates in the elementary school, junior high and
senior high, selling the most
tickets will be selected to reign
ciok, the 1958 Chemise, and the over the festivities. You can buy
latest fashions from the local dress as many as you like for your
shops.
favorite candidate.
Plan now to attend.
Narrators will be Mrs. Anna
Belle Edwards and Miss Ouicia
Jewell. Mrs. Nelson Tripp will be
HOMEMAKERS TO MEET
pianist. There will be several musstuby
dance
numbers
The Palestine Homemakers will
ical and
dents of Miss Rosemary Peterson. meet at the club house on Friday
October 21. at 1:30 p. m. All memEveryone Is Invited to attend
bers are urged to attend and visithe unusual fashion show. Tickets
tors are invited.
may be pun-hawed from any
B&PW member, or at the door on
the night of the show.
BAKE SALE SATURDAY

NEWS

Single Copy, ilk

cuss 'em or even want to run 'ern
out of town.
Editors are the darlings of the
women's clubs. anathma to public
officials, and lame game to the
folks who constantly say "why
don't they put something in the
paper about it'"
Forty per cent of the people are
mad at us all the time .. not the
same forty per cent every week,
mind you The fellow who wants
to cut our throat this week, may
secretly want to erect a monument
to us next week. But if such a
noble gesture ever ran through the
soul of a living reader, its a secret
he takes to the tomb. That word
tomb does something to us , . it
has a quiet, peaceful ring to it,
something you don't get around a
newspaper office.
We have a mental picture of the
Valhalla of Editors. We envision
a lot of nice men and women going
around picking flowers day after
day and making daisy chains to
put around their necks. Because
this "flowers for the living" bit,
wasn't written for the ink-soaked,
stoop-shouldered, harassed fellow
who dared to call a public official
a crook, who wanted to clean out
the slums, or who wanted a town
to grow when a hand full of wellheeled leaders wanted things as
they are.
During the War, World War II,
that is, we often heard the saying
there are no athiests in a fox hole.
We know for sure that there are
no heroes in the newspaper business. William Allen White, one of
the greatest newspaper men to
ever live among the leads and
slugs, was shot at a couple of times
during his courageous and interesting life. Fred Sullens, the
stormy and venerable editor of
the Jackson (Miss) Daily News
was once hit over the head with a
walking stick wielded by a Governor of Mississippi.
Ralph McGill, the great editor
of the Atlanta Constitution and

OUIDA JEWELL smiles during "Be Kind to Editors Week." She thinks
that maybe neeapaper readers are here M stay, and according to her
smile thinks editors might be Mo.

ATTEND CONVENTION
R. L. McNatt of Dukedom and
Dresden is in Miami Beach, Fla.,
attending the forty-second national
convention of the American Legion. From a note we received
from him, he is having a wonderful time, staying at the Carillon
Hotel.
Jo Wesapheling has a smile in this
"limed" photograph that was the
only one available in the newsMr. and Mrs. Boyd Puckett and
paper "morgue" . . . a real life Mrs. Carl
Puckett left Monday for
some
where
place
morgue
a
is
But Paul Westpheling know; better. Here he ponders over some "an- folks would like to see editors, Detroit, where they are visiting
onymous" letter written by a person who thinks the world is going neatly covered over with a white relatives. Mrs. Carl Puckett will
and wants to hire him to be door-keeper.
to h
return home this weekend.
sheet.

t
i

Fifth Debate Is Needed
Senator Kennedy promptly accepted the invitation of the TV networks to a fifth encounter with Mr.
Nixon on television
Dodging the challenge, Vice President Nixon countered with a proposal that the fourth debate be expanded to two hours.
The GOP candidate would do
well to reconsider his position and
agree to the fifth debate, for the public interest clearly requires such a
meeting of the rival contenders for the
nation's first office in the last week of
the campaign. One point beyond dispute is that the TV debates are serving an enormously useful purpose in
focusing public attention on the main
issues and informing the electorate as
to the qualifications of the candidates.
The point is well stated by Senator Kennedy in his telegram accepting the invitation from the networks.
"In a political campaign of such importance as this one," he said, "I do
not believe we should permit the last
18 days of the campaign to go by without one further face-to-face exchange
between the two candidates. The first
two joint appearances demonstrated
their value. Some 130 million Americans were tuned in—an unparalleled
audience for a political program. I,believe this audience demonstrates the
keen interest the American people
have in this election. In today's world,
the issues shift quickly and I believe
that a fifth appearance would fill the
void left in the present scheduling."
Mr. Nixon showed no enthusiasm
for the TV confrontations in the first
place, and the cut-off at four such exchanges was his idea. His reluctance
to extend the series indicates he has
not recovered from the shock of his

experience in the opening rounds.
Th Gallup Poll on the first debate, released this week, gives Kennedy 43 per cent, Nixon 23 per cent,
Even 29 per cent, No Opinion 5 per
cent. On the standing between the
candidates in the Presidential race,
the Gallup Poll's nationwide sampling in the week following the first TV
debate gave Kennedy 49 per cent,
Nixon 46 per cent, Undecided 5 per
cent. That contrasted with Nixon 47
per cent, Kennedy 46 per cent and
Undecided 7 per cent in the Gallup
Poll just before the first debate.
"There seems to be little doubt in
view of the Sindlinger Survey, the
general consensus of the newspapers,
and the panic of the Republican National Committee that Vice President
Nixon lost the first debate," said the
New York Herald Tribune's syndicated radio and television columnist,
John Crosby. "I think he lost the second one, too, by almost the same score
and for the same reasons, and I think
we can safely predict that he will lose
the other two as well," Crosby added.
In any event, Mr. Nixon cannot
improve his score by refusing to participate in a fifth test. Such action
'could only be interpreted as an admission on his part that he feels he is
outmatched in direct encounter with
the Democratic nominee.
The fact is that the Great Debate
series has developed from four into
five tests, whether or not Mr. Nixon
responds affirmatively to the challenge for an additional exchange before America's television cameras.
His blocking of the fifth debate would
simply give the decision in the final
and perhaps conclusive test to Kennedy by default

Not A Partisan Proposition
The need for revision of Kentucky's Constitution transcends party lines, and it would be
a mistake to let the vote on that question get

to revise the old document, and now it is up to

bogged down in politics.
Kentucky needs a more up-to-date Constitution, and needs it badly. Already, we are
seeing an exodus of outstanding public servants
because of the likelihood that, if the Constitu-

The enabling act limits to necessary topics
the changes that a convention—composed of

tional Convention is not called, their salaries
will be sharply curtailed. We are experiencing
great difficulty in employing qualified men
and women for vitally important positions because of the uncertainly as to the salaries that
can be paid them.
In many other iespeas, Kentucky's Contnitution, written more than 65 years ago, is
obsolete ,and a constant handicap to efficient
government and economic progress. The General Assembly has done its part in providing
for the calling of a Constitutional Convention

the voters of Kentucky at the November election to approve that ealL

ielegates elected by the people—can make in
the Constitution, and the Court of Appeals has
ruled that this limitation is legal. Then, the revisions that are made by the convention must
be submitted to the people of Kentucky for apThere is, therefore, no reason to think that
politicians will or can take the matter out of the
hands of the people. The people of Kentucky
themselves must approve the holding of a convention, must elect the delegates who will write
the revisions and finally must approve the revisions.
—Lexington Herald Leader

A Night Of Nonsense

SUCH A NIGHT of nonsense can
"De a good thing in a child's life. Their
trick-or-treat episodes can be great
fun for them. Because they are so
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The Rev. and Mrs. Oakley
Woodside recently received a letter from their son, Joe. who is
stationed in the U. S. Army in
Germany. Joe was on a 10-day
vacation in Switzerland, where he
was enjoying skiing.
In his letter, Joe said that the
scenery was very beautiful and
the people very friendly.
Since Joe has been stationed in
Europe, he has visited in many
countries—sometimes on tours of
duty, which other times just on
visits. He should have a lot to tell
his friends, when his time in the
service is up and he returris to
Fulton.
Mrs. Leland Jewell, Mrs. Jewell
McClain and Mrs. Lucy Day Bennett of Fulton attended the District Convention of the Supreme
Forest Woodrnen Circle at Cadiz,
Ky. Monday night.
Following the banquet, an interesting program was presented.
Mrs. Jewell, who is State Auditor,
served as District Auditor at the

the experience become quite vivid
and meaningful in their lives.
much fun, the lessons they earn from
One of the most valuable lessons
a child can learn on Halloween is the
difference between_acceptable playfulness and wanton destruction. Often
children are destructive only because
they don't realize this difference.
What begins as acceptable playfulness can easily pass to irresponsible
property damage.
HALLOWEEN mischief should
not be so supervised by adults that it
loses its childish spontaneity, but a
minimum of guidance can often prevent serious destruction.
Another lesson a child can learn
from his trick-or-treat experience—
one that everyone has to learn in his
maturing process—is sensitivity to
the character and feelings of others. A
heated tongue-lashing by a neighborhood crank generally makes children
seek revenge by some mean trick, but
if they have been prepared beforehand for such possibilities, they can
learn the valuable lesson that it's often better in life to let grouches alone
in their moody sullenness. Or better
yet, they can be encouraged to turn
the tables and "treat" the neighborhood grouch by some act of kindness
instead of demanding from him a
treat under threat of a trick.

convention.
Mrs. Bennett was named as District Auditor for the next convention.
The State Rally will be held on
November 10 at the Murray Woman's Club.
Those in charge of the annual
Welch School fair would like to
thank ell the Fulton merchants,
who helped to make the fair a
great success. Several local businessmen contributed money and
prizes, and they were all very
much appreciated.
Paducah's Alene Clifton was elimated from the first round of the
Women's Elimination Tournament
on the live WPSD-TV Bowling
Show by a mere single pin Saturday night.
The %-ictory went to Miss Amanda Milam of Fulton, wise *Dished with a total of 11.10 Peterson Points against Miss Clifton's
10.37 points.
The match was one of the closest
yet on the show .. In order for •
victory for either bowler, they had
to win the last game
. Min
linam stroked a 146 against Alias
Clifton's 145 to take the match
... The next match for the Ladies
round will pit Metropolis against
Sikeston, Mo.. on November 5 . •
Murray meets Dexter, Mo., next
Saturday in a men's match.

ANSWERS

FROM THE FILES: —

TO YOUR TAX

Turning Back The Clock
Octobter HI, 1946
The 1940 drive for Community
Chest funds began in Fulton ruesday with a goad of $1500. Cantributions in cash tor the first two
days work totaled about $600.
The South Fultcn six-man football team wfil play the Bethel College freshmen from McKenzie
here tonight at 8 o'clock at Southaide park. The Young Men's Business Club is sponsoring this game.
The Fulton Bulldogs held the
Murray Tigers to a 7-7 deadlock
in the annual homecoming game
played at Fairffeld Park here
Thursday night of last week. It
was an offensive first half and a
defensive second half, with the local team outplaying the visitors,
despite the tfed score.
Chris Rusell of Maysville. district governor of the Kentucky
District of Lions Clubs, was •

QUESTIONS

MOP

guest at the meeting of the Fulton
Liens Club last Friday.
Goulder Johnson, retired farmer
riad prominent in county and state
politics in his native state. Kentucky lied Thursday, Oct. 10, at
his home in Hickman. He was 54.
Paul James Durbin of Fulton
was among eighty young atorneys
who passed the Kentucky bar examination last June, and admitted
o practice by the Court of Appeals
this week.
Mr. and Mn. Sam Brown announce the birth of twin sons,
born Monday morning, October 14,
In the Fulton Hospital.
Mis Virginia Hawkins and Aiton
Jeffress were united in rnarrage
Satuday night, October 12, at the
First Baptist Church Ii Fulton,
with Rev. Warren Clapp performing the ceremony.
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SERMONETTE OF THE Wt.tat

Gone are the days when Halloween was synomynous with overturned outhouses — not that human nature has changed, but because outhouses are no longer a familiar part of
the American scene. But still, as in the
past, Halloween is a night of nonsense. Maybe it's the invigorating autumn air—cool, but not yet cold—that
makes us go in for costume parties,
pumpkin lanterns, flying witches and
grinning ghosts. And although many
adults like to join in the fun, Halloween is mostly a night for children.

Kentucky and Tennessee listed
was one from Clinton, Kentucky to
Dresden, Tennessee and another
from Paducah, via Mayfield, to
Casey's Station, on the Mobile and
Ohio railroad, in Tennessee. Another was from Wingo's Station,
via Casey's Station and Feliciana,
to Hickman.

Ouida Jewell
Hugh Fly, owner of the Derby It is now certain that the stock of
Restaurant, is quite a collector of provision is almost exhausted.
Civil War items—old guns, pic- Several Republican Senators retures, documents and newspapers. peatedly declared that such policy
If there is anyone with such items, was decided upon. The leading
who would like to donate them to Southern Democarts call it a masthe cause, it would be appreciated. ter stroke of policy.
Mr. Fly said he couldn't afford to
"The leading appointments for
buy them, but would put them on
New York are said to be decided
display so that others might en- upon. Hiram Barney is said to be
joy them.
Collector; Wakeman, Surveyer;
One of his latest items is an old
Webb, Naval officer; Hexie, Postnewspaper about one hundred
master; and M. Dalaffeld Smith it
years old. It is a copy of the Lou- is said stands a fair chance to be
isville Daily Journal, dated March
appointed District Attorney.
12, 1861.
"The Times correspondent says,
The front page is covered most- I heard a distinguished secessionist
ly with small ads.
confess to-night that if Mr. LinThere is an ad concerning a coln does withdraw the troops
run-away slave. The advertise- from Fort Sumter, secession is
ment read:
.dead and every leader in the
"100 Reward. Ran Away from
movement ruined.
the subscriber, on the 19th of Aug"Geo. G. Fagg, late Secretary of
ust, two boys—one named Sam or
the National Republican Central
Simon, very black, aged about 28, Committee, has been tendered the
5 feet 6 or 7 inches high, bow- position of Commissioner of Patilegged, very large mouth, remark- ents.
able thick lower lip and has a cut
"Illinoisans my that Mr. Linon his lips. The other is named
coln's intimate friend, Col. Lemon,
Peter, light griffe, aged about 24 Is certain to be Marshal of this
years. about 5 feet 8 or 10 inches district. Hon. Ell Thayer is urged
high, and has a small score on one to accept the Governorship of
of his cheeks.
New Mexico, John D. Demist, of
"The above reward will be given
Indiana, will probably be superfor these being scured in any jail intendent of the public printing
ofso that I get them. Information
fice in this city."
can be given to Antoine 'Proxil-o,
An article with a St. Louis,
Donaldsonville, La, or to Lobit
March 11, dateline reads in part:
Charpentier and Co., New Or"The Convention met at 10 o'leans."
clock. Mr. Barch called attention
to a communication this morning.
There is an ad, advertising Stim- Republican hinting at a secret
ulating Onguent
for growing conspiracy to force Missouri out
whiskers or a mustache, and un- of the Union, and offered a resoder the medical ads several on how lution to appoint a Committee to
to cure private diseases and restore investigate the subject, and if poslint manhood.
sible ascertain the names of the
One of the two articles on the conspirators, which passed by 32front page, concerned Fort Sum- 30."
ter, and Major Anderson—about
From Nashville came an article:
rumors being circulated of his "Hon. John Bell arrived home this
resignation.
morning. The rumors relative to
Another article, inside and date- his views of Lincoln's inaugural
lined New York, reads in part: and his advice to Tennessee and
"The Herald's Washington cor- the Southern Border States, lately
respondence states that political circulated from Washington, are
circles were feverishly excited on
authoritatively contradicted."
Sunday by the report that the evIn an article about a law recentacuation of Forts Sumter and
ly passed by Congress for the esPickens were determined upon in
tablishment of poet roads, among
Cabinet council on Saturday night. the list of routes in the States of

BY WILLIAM E. SCENT
1"t-

CO:,,IMISSIONZR OF REVENUE'

Q. Should cash received on account be included in total receipts'
A. This depends on the bookkeeping system. If the permit
holder uses the "cash" method, he
will include all cash sales plus all
cash collected on account during
the month. If he uses the "accrual"
method, he will include all cash
sales plus all charge sales made
during the month.

A During January and Febniary
property should have been listed
as of January 1 for the 1960 taxes.
The same will be true for the 1961
property taxes. The property holder should list his property with
the tax assessor during January
and February

Q. What is meant by "Net receipts?"
A. This is the amount remaining
after all deductions have been
taken from Total receipts The deductions entered on line 2 of the
return are to be itemized on the
back of the return. They would
include non-taxable sales made
during the month plus other allowable deductions.

A. Property not listed at the
time Board of Supervisors adjourns becomes omitted and thereby subject to a 10 per cent penalty The Board of Supervisors
meets during the week of the second Monday in May to hear appeals.

Q. Can a merchant keep the
amount of sales tax he collects
and remit this amount to the Department of Revenue without filling out the "Total receipts" and
"Taxable receipts" lines on the
Retail Sales and Use Tax Return?
A. No. To file his return properly, the permit holder will enter his
total receipts for the month on
line one of the tax return. This is
to include all taxable sales, all
non-taxable sales and all sales tax
collected for the month. Non-taxable sales are deducted to determine "Net receipts".
Q. Recently the 1960 state and
county property tax bills were
mailed to property owners. When
should these bills be paid?
A. The property owner should
pay his property tax before November 1, and save two per cent.
If the bill is not paid by November 1. there is no discount. If not
paid by January 1, there is a penalty.
Q. When should the property be

listed for assessment'

Q. What happens if the property
Is not listed?

Q To whom should the property
tax be paid'
A. The property tax should be
paid to the sheriff of the county
where the property is assessed
The sheriff received the tax bills
September 15 and th taxes became
due and payable on that date.
Q. If the taxes are not paid by
January I, how much is the penalty'
A. On January 1, all unpaid tax
bills become delinquent and subject to a 2 per cent penalty. On
February I, all delinquent taxes
are subject to a 6 per cent penalty.

When Kentucky's present constitution was revised in 1891,
railroads were a strong group. :
A Railroad Commission was established to regulate the rails,
but today the federal govern.
ment performs this function.
Thus three Railroad Commis.
stoners draw $12,000 yearly for
doing virtually nothing. A Ian..
Red constitutional convention
would seek a solution to this
waste of taxpayers' money.
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Historical Marker Now Honors 'Valley Forge Of Confederacy'
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Water Valley, Ky.--A historical
marker erected to the memory of
the "Valley Forge of the Confederacy" was unveiled here Sat.
urday afternoon.
Mrs. Lee Yates, Mayfield, whose
_father trained with Confederate
troops from six states at Camp
Beauregard, unveiled the monument 99 years after the camp was
established.
The marker is a mile, as the
arow flies, from the cemetery
whore hundreds of Confederate
soldiers, most of them unidentified, ere buried. They were victhins of an epidemic—some say
n.taales and some say meningitis—
wach swept the camp.
The suffering of these men led
UR Carter Barton, representative
froth Graves County and a member Of the State Highway Histori-
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cal Marker Commission, to call
Camp Beauregard the Confederacy's Valley Forge.
The cemetel•y, located on the
brow of a hill, is in sight of the
marker which was erected this
week by the State Department af
Highways.
--

United Daughters of Confederacy,
accepted the mareer on Denali of
her organization, and Marvin
Wrather, director of public relations at Murray State College and
president of the Jackson Purchase
Historical Society, accepted it in
behalf of his organization.

Barton, who led the long campaign for the marker, performed
a double role in the dedication
ceremonies. He presented the marker on behalf of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and he acted
as master of ceremonies at the
short program that followed.

The camp for training of Confederate" soldiers was established
in 1861. It was never attacked by
Union forces, but the epidemic in
early 1862 almost wiped it out.
The survivors were sent South after the fall of Fort Donelson and
participated in the Battle of Shiloh.

Mrs Claude Winslow, president
of the Mayfield chapter of the

Thomas Jefferson Cox was one
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First Industrial Plan
107 South 4th St.
Paducah

By Jacqueline (Mrs. Jobe

F.

Kennedy)
These last days or the campaign
get more and more exciting.
Last Friday - I watched my husband debate with Vice President
Nixon with some of the Committeewomen and the Chairman and
Vice-Chairman of the Citizen's

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
WALKER DELUXE
four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Whiskey; II Years, 86.8
Proof.
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Union City, Tennessee

Happy Birthday

County Board To
Study McClelland
Job Possibility

Finis Usry Trial
To Be October 24

The Firtis Usrey trial will be
held in Union City on October 24.
Usrey is charged with murdering
Fulton County's school board his wife, by stabbing her to death
has delayed acting on the state in their South Fulton home Satboard of education ruling which urday night, August 6.
would provide former assistant
Usrey was a local trucker, and
superintendent J. C. "Lum" McClellan a job in the tystem. Mc- he and his wife were separated at
Clellan, who had been supervisor the time of he slaying. A daughof instruction until July 1, was not er and her boy friend were witput on the payroll at the board's nesses to the tragedy.
October meeting.
Complete Line
Earl Taylor, school board chairman, said that he and board memHearing Aid Batteries
ber, Bill Mitchum, were named to
a committee to investigate a job
Lir all males of hearing alba
possibility for McClellan. The
Visit our Hearing Aid Departcommittee report will be made at
ment as your fir%t opportuaity.
the November 4 meeting.

crry

DRUG CO.

SEEDS FOR FALL SOWING

IMPORTED BULBS FROM HOLLAND

Sales Tax Ups
Funds To Needy
County Resident

Committees k, surrounding states
and some of the people who have
been working so hard in the Washington headquarters for Jack. Of
course. I thought he was marvelous. I've been pleased to hear of
the listening parties throughout
the country and hope they will
continue for this weeks debate,
the one on the 21st and when my
According to Commissioner of
husband speaks to women on Nov.
Economic Security Jo M. Fergu2 at 3 P. M., EST.
son, September marked the third
Jack has always believed that straight month in which funds to
women are vital to a campaign. In the county were increased over the
fact, he says that "one woman is 1959 level. He said sales tax apworth 10 men in a campaign." propriations plus matching federal
They have the Idealism, they have funds brought about the increase.
the time to give, and they work
The total funds given to the
without making demands." So to
county include payments to the
help him find out what women
aged, dependent children, needy
across the country believe are the
blind ,and the permanently and
most important problems facing
totally disabled.
them and the country, two programs have been initiated.
Ferguson said county payments
to the aged averaged $49.60 in
One is "Calling for Kennedy"
week from Oct. 17 - 24, during September; dependent children
which women all over the coun- payments averaged $94.97 per
try will call on other women to family; average payments to the
find out what they feel are the needy blind were $56.67; and averimportant Issues today antto an- age payments to the permanently
swer any questions they may have and totally disabled were $52.06.
about my husband.
The other is the "Women's Committee for the New Frontiers",
members of which include leading
women in the fields of cost of living, medical care, education and
foreign policy. On last Monday we
met at my home and held panel
discussions on each of these issues.
Our discuwions and recommendations will serve as a continuing
source of information for my husband in his efforts to plan long
term policies to move toward real
peace, to build more schools, and
provide more qualified teachers, to
help older people meet high medical costs, and to make our economy grow.
profit enormously from the
discussions as I'm sure my husband will. One of the most interesting women there was Miss
Frances Perkins, who .served in
the Cabinet of President Roosevelt when he was leading the
country toward new frontiers ,in
the '30's, as my husband hopes to
do in the '60's. Miss Perkins said.
"I think there is a fundamental

pent cone
In 1891,
r group.

•
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The News would like to wish
108 Lake Street
thosse 70
saws,: ales inoqe spu.sisa inoA 1141
••••••••••••=•.
Happy Birthday to the following
people.
October 20—Esther L. Evans,
Mr. Farmer! See A. C. Butts for your
Joe D. Davis and al.:rion Blackstone; October 21—Linda Haynes,
Ernest Boaz; Oct. 22—Jeffrey D.
Sensing, Jean Neeley, Mrs. Carl
We Have All Kinds Of Clovers And Grasses
M. Robbins, Mrs. Billy Joe Forrest. Mrs. Claud Linton, D. H.
Just Arrived! An extra-nice supply of
French and Mrs. Henry Edwards;
Oct. 23—R. Paul Westpheling III,
Jimmy Newton, Hendon 0. Wright,
Godfrey Binford, Mrs. S. R. MaulNarcissus, Daffodil, Hyacinth, Tulip
din, Mrs. Clarence Reed, Martha
—Nearly all colors!
Thornton, Lynn Bushart, Michael
Powell, Harvey Bondurant; Oct.
24—Fern Taylor Hamblin, Julia
Lee Mullins, and Robert Jackson;
Oct. 25—Dudley Meacham, Mrs.
Myrtle
Jeff'Lae,
Rice, Nancy
Carol Noles, Joe Forsee; Oct. 25—
Ben Schwerdt; Oct. 27—Mrs. MarMore than 838.100 in state aid vin Crocker, Sara Jane Hall, and
Phone 202
East State Line
was given to public assistance re- Shirley Lee Fields.
cipients in Fulton County last
month.
•

amernsesnmetne..

savings

of the few men who survived the all counties of the Purchase area
epidemic. His daughter removed attended the ceremony.
the white drape from the marker
A color guard of four Boy Scouts
Saturday aftAlltion.
presented the colors—the American flag and the battle flag of the
Wrather, in accepting the markSouthern Confederacy — at the
er, said it was the first War Beceremony. The Boy Scouts, memtween the States marker to be
bers of Troop 30, Mayfield First
erected in the South and one of
Methodist Church, were Jim SeaY,
the first in the United States to
Ralph Thomas, Tommy Reed and
be dedicated in connection with
Keith Marshall.
the centennial of the War Between
The inscription on the marker:
the States next year.
CAMP BEAUREGARD
A pledge to the flags and beneOn a hill one mile east of this
diction by Mrs. Fendol C. Burnett, point stood Camp Beauregard,
Mayfield, immediate past chap- training base for Confederate
lain of the Kentucky Division, troops from six states, 1861-1862.
UDC closed the program.
Severe epidemic
caused high
Representatives from
nearly mortality rate.
difference between the two parties,
and it largely is a matter of the
heart.
The Democrats have got their
hearts in the right place, and I
don't know where the Republicans
keep their hearts."
Each -of the panels of the Committee for the New Frontiers will
meet again in my home. Since so
many people have written me
about medical care for older people, and since it is scich a critical
problem for young people who
care for them as well as older people, the next panel will be on that
subject. I'll report to let you know
about these discussions in my next
column.
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HEAVEN HILL
(PUiftlts Vourbon
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
100 proof • Bottled in Bond

HILL

DiSTMESIti, INC., BARDSTOWN NE/SON COUNTY, KENTUCKY

Are you smoking more now
but enjoying itless?
HUMAN FLY

That's Orin Murray, Field Survey Engineer of fabulous Glen Canyon Dam in
Arizona. Murray says, "Sure I've tried other
brands. But Camel is the only one that gives me
real smoking satisfaction every time I light up."

••••••••••••••••••

HAVE A REAL CM:
-HAVE AC

Cold Weather
h Soon Coming
Now Is The Time To
Give Us Your
Order For

If you are shopping for quality leading Brand Name Furniture,
Lamps, Carpets Draperies and accessories, put us on your shopping
list. You will enjoy browsing around
in our big comfortable store.

COAL

ASK FOR
Our Special Kentucky Prices.

CITY COAL CO

• Immediate Delivery
• All Sizes On Hand

Phone 51

TAKES IT EASY WITH A CAMEL
Camel is the best-tasting cigarette of all
because the Camel blend of costly tobaccos
has never been equalled. Try Camels and see, •
J. Ilessokle Tobreo rIesemany. Insolo•-••fin• N. C.

The besttobacco makes the bestsmoke!
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The News reports your - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
About eighty women laid aside their tasks for the
day and attended the annual Homemakers meeting at
the First Methodist Church at Hickman last week. Mrs.
J. E. Smith of the Hickman club presided and Mrs. J. R.
Powell led the group in singing. Rev. Cecil Pageave
a most timely devotional on "Home and Family." Every
club answered to roll call.
The Fulton County officers and project leaders are
well noted for their unique way of presenting the programs each year and the skit this year was no exception.
It was well planned and very much enjoyed by all.
Mrs. K J. Perdue, Paducah,
Firs District chairman, was a specie& guest and she brought greetings from the state group. She
pee members much food for
thought by presenting 11 practices
they might use to become better
homemakers and citizens.
They were very pleased and
very fortunate to have Miss Wilma
Vandiver from the Extension Department to take time from her
busy schedule to be the speaker
for the day. She used as her subject, "Woman's Role in These

STARLITE
Fulton - Union City highway
Wei. Thur.-Fri, Oct. 19, 20, 21
(Starts at 8:45)
LADY CHATTERLEY'S LOVER
With Danielle Darrieux
(Also: starts at 7:00)
NATCHEZ TRACE
With Zachary Scott
SATURDAY, Oct. 22
(Starts at 8:50)
HOLIDAY FOR LOVERS
Clifton Webb, Jane Wyman
(Also: starts at 7:, 10:30)
TALL "F'
With Randolph Scott
Sun.-Moo.-Tue.. Oct. 23. 24, 25
(Starts at 7: and 9:10)
CASH MeCALL
James Garner, Natalie Wood

thoughts she gave the members.
Fulton Club received the gavel
for the highest rating in the point
scoring system. About 60 Master
Readers were honored at the
monung session, also about 20 women were recognized for having
perfect attendance records at all
club meetings for periods ranging
from one to 16 years. Mrs. Roy M.
Taylor had a six -year record;
Mrs. Hugh Lattas had 10 years
and Mrs. H. G. Butler had 16
years.

The nominating committee submitted the following officers which
were accepted for this year:
President, Mrs. Roy M. Taylor;
Vice-President, Mrs. M. R. Jeffrees; Recreation, Mrs. Paul T.
Shaw; Chorus, Mrs. J. B. Powell:
C. E. C., Mrs. Charles Lattus:
Home Furnishings, Mrs. Zoma
Mom; Home Management, Mrs.
Robert Holland: Foods, Mrs. Mary
Lee Cagle; Crafts, Miss Myra
Scearce; Clothing. Mrs. L. P. Carney; 4-H Club. Mrs. Gerald Binford; Landscape, Mrs. Charles
Adams; Reading, Mrs. Neal Little;
Membership, Mrs. Wales Austin;
Changing Sixties" She reminded
Citizenship. Mrs. L. B. Abernathy;
the members that the whole world arid
Publicity, Mrs. Roy D. Taylor.
is changing so constantly arid so
rapidly that we can hardly grasp
Wood Tipton, well known Hickand understand. In 1960 one out man attorney, addressed a large
of every 12 persons are over 65; by gathering of Terry-Norman P-TA
1970 it will be one out of 11; and members at the annual Dad's
by 1975, one third of the people Night program Thursday night at
will be over 65, one third will be the school. His subject was "Civic
working age and the other will be Responsibility" and he ably
extoo young to work.
plained the need for a revision of
the Kentucky Constition, which
"'This machine age we are living was adopted in 1890.
in will require snore workers; they
The South Fulton P-TA held its
will have to be skilled and will
need more education, and more October meeting Thursday night
workers will be women. Fifty per- in the school cafeteria.
Mrs. Mac Burrow, vice-presicent of the women through the
ages of 30 and 45 will be working. dent, introduced Lt. Way and Lt.
Family life is also undergoing a Roberson of the Tennessee Highchange. It is described as a to- way Patrol out of Jackson, Tenn
gether-ness instead of being cen- Lt. Way made an inspiring, and
tered around only one member. informative
address
entitled
The new automation plan of in- "Traffic is Our Business."
dustry will create a shorter
James and John Adams, twin
working work, possibly four days
of work and three for self. We sons of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Adams
still do not take time to give and South Fulton police officers,
enough time to God when we real- shared the honors at a delightful
ly relax. We should place a higher birthday dinner Thursday right
value on our individual thinking. given by their parents at their
It has been said that 'Everyone home on South Fulton.
has a right to his own thinking,
Opening the fall season,
but, no one has a right to be wrong
the
in his facts.' We need to keep an Home and Garden department of
the
Woman's
Club met Friday at
open mind so that it may have a
the club home with a
pot-luck
chance for someone to drop someluncheon. Hostesses were Mrs.
Carl
thing good in it," Miss Vandiver Puckett. Mrs.
Clarence Moline,
Mrs. J. G. Mullins, Mrs. J.
said.
C. Hancock, Mrs. C. L.
Drysdale, Mrs.
These were just a few of the

SAVE ON SHOES
VISIT OUR NEW SHOE DEPT.!

over the ('rittendon County Rockets last Friday night. The final
score was 48-13. Scoring touchdowns for the Big Blue were:
Johnny Covington, Don Burnette,
Tommy Prmell, Jerry Lacewell.
By Karen Dublin
Ilal Warren, Joe Bennett, and Bill
Burnette. Joe Bennett also scored
The halls of Fulton lli have all six of he extra points.
been ringing all this a eek with
The band also made a big imcries of "Vote Democratic" and
"Republicans All the Way". There pression on the fans at the game
are posters upon the bulletin Friday night. Their half-time perboards and on some of the doors, formance consisted of a dance
and students are wearing cam- routine to the tune of "Chattapaign buttons and arguing the nooga Shoeshine Boy", and a
merits of their favorite candidates. march routine down the field to
Yes, spirit is really up for the the theme from the "Bridge on
KENNEL'S
presidential the River Kwai". he band has realmock
election to be held on November ly improved during the pest few
weeks. Keep up the goed work, the
2.
students of Fulton Hi are all beVoter registration was held on
hind you!!!
Monday and Tuesday and 171 out
of 196 students and teachers were
This Friday night. the Big Blue
registered. Although the majority take on the Morganfield Guerillas
of those registered as Democrats, at Memorial Stadium at 7:45. Bethe Republican chairman, Mike sides being an important Class A.
Walker, keeps insisting that, "any- egion I game, it is also the last
thing can happen on election day". one that the team will play at
And Democratic campaign chairhome. So be sure to come out and
man, Judy Moore, is out constantly trying to round up more Ken- support the Bulldogs Friday night.
nedy supporters. All in all, it
Well, that's all the news for this
seems that the students of FIIS are
week, so until this itme next week,
catching a heavy case of "political
when the campaign should really
fever."
be getting ho, I'll say "Good-bye.'
Now, when the Bulldogs travel to
another school for :in out-of-town
game, they will really look sharp,
because they will be wearing their
new sports coats given to them by
the Henry I Siegel Company.
They are olive green corduroy
with the white Bulldog emblem on
MARTIN HIGHWAY
the pocket. The school received
1 1-2 Miles South of Fulton

FULTON HIGH
SCHOOL NEWS

(Continued from Pare ii

Memphis to Editor's Day at the
Mid-South Fair. This year the
young 'uns acted like real reporters and took pictures, interviewed
celebrities and generally acted like
newspaper people. It has been
since that day that we've contemplated drowning them, or sending
them to the Foreign Legion.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Lacky of
But that won't solve the problem
either. If we attempt to drown Ocala, Fla. are here visiting his
them we want a good story front niece, Mrs. Rupert Stilley and Mr.
them with all the miserable de- Stilley in Highlands.

WEEK -END

SPECIALS ,
YOUR V STORL

Roy Latta, Miss Serena Elliott and
Mrs. W. L. Roper.
The program chairman, Mrs.
H. H. Murphy, in a very interesting manner, gave an outline of the
season's programs. and urged participation in the Flower Show.
The grounds chairman, Mrs. Allen Austin, announced plans for
the beautification of the club
grounds which had Nlready begun.
Final plans for the gala Halloween dance planned for October
29 at the Fulton Country Club
have been completed. The largest
crowd of the season is anticipated
for this event arid prizes will be
awarded for the winning costumes.
On Sunday afternoon from 3 to
5 a Halloween party for the
youngsters of the club will be held.

KASNOW'S
WEEK -END
20 x 40

Genuine 5 Grain U.S.P.

ASPIRIN
BOTTLE OF 100
Rows* Right to Limit Ouaatity

Fri.-Sat.,, Oct. 21. 22
Greatest Show On Earth
Technicolor; a Cecil B
production featuring hill/111C
Stewart. Charlton Hesten and
Betty Hutton. A spectacular
circus picture; bring the children and enjoy it!
—PLUS—

BOY'S 100% COTTON.
FLANNEL
PAJAMAS

Nit

GIRL'S ALL-LEATHER
TIE OR STRAP

Men's & Youth Sizes

Sun.-Mon— Oct. 23-24
South Pacific
In DeLux color; the gresitest
musical ever filmed!
—ALSO—
Three Stooges in

$2.99 Pair
2 Pairs For $5.00

OXFORDS
$2.99 Pair
2 Pairs For $5.00

BOYS BLACK

CHILDREN'S

Tennis Shoes
$1.00 Pair

Largo 14 Os.
49c Box For

BATH TOWELS
4 for $ 1
22 x 44

$3.98 Values, - Boys

Plastic Shoes
$1.00 Pair

COTTON SLACKS
$2.98 pair
LADIES DRESSES
Misses and
$4.00
Half-Sizes
See Our Selection Of
FALL AND WINTER

FLANNEL SHIRTS
$1. each

COATS

Heavy Gauge Aluminum

BROILER PAN

$166
Rog. $2.49

Extra Largo
Sias il"sIt
ii" with
IA•gis Won
fee Dro;nsge.
for Broiling.
Baking, Opoa
Roastion.

OXFORDS
$2.99 Pair
Children's

Rubber Boots
$1.00 Pair

2 Pairs For S5.110

$
Valuable Coupon! Good Fri. - Sat. (Oct. 21 - 22) Onl

LADIES STOCKINGS

29

Either Seamless or Self-Seam
Style, with this Coupon when
cashing your Payroll Check at
ICasnow's

c pr.

A Trailer - Load Of
Other New Goods
Just Arrived!

STORE
302 MAIN STREET
Home Owned said Operated by Wendel and Louise Butte

oc.

66,,

(M
T*N
it&
SPRAY SET
GIANT
IS OZ. SIZE

Pies
Tan

Save 43c

French Fry Potato Cutter

466
Reg. 2..98

Cots 21
French Friss
at one stroke.
Removable.
Easy to Close
Posher Plato.

We
Aluminum
Christmas Tree

$
ALL - LEATHER BOYS

1

27t

ONE RACK - $5.98 VALUES!

Bors

The Fuli
011:8 held
meeting T
the Mason

PEANUT BRITTLE

. plus cartoon

BOYS DUNGAREES
Reg. & Slim Sisee
4 to 16, 13 3-4 Os.
Denim. Sanforized 2.0

12 for $ 1.

4

Sizes
4 thru

Sweet And Hot

SPECIALS

BATH TOWELS
2 for 99c
WASH CLOTHS

Mr. are
and fan"
were sues
Mrs. Cha
weekend.
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shaw of .
Mrs. Daisl
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Mr. and
on, How
spent the
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Mrs. J.
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Fastest Gun Alive
Glenn Ford and Jeannie Crain

WEITTZ

Basketball Shoes

Mts.

Scissors*.
Mrs. Du
rice were
the Rev.
in Union
Mr and
Muskegecti
Mrs. Lanc.
Campbell
A. skewer
Charrs
l
Ala. 'pent
mother, M
Mr. and
family of
weekend s
Smith, Sr.
Mr. and
family of
and Mrs.
Miss Sara
spent the
ents,..Rev.
ford.

SPEND LESS
SAVE MORE

South Fallon
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

them this week.
Speaking of the Bulldogs, they
turned In an impressive victory

tails of the temperature of the water, the scene of the crime and
their adventurous eecape to safety. And if we exile them, we surely want a story: Dateline French
Morroco.
So please observe "Be Kind to
Editors Week." ....ho knows the
strange treatment may lead to the
funeral you've been warding.

NOTEBOOK—

77

Lana eh Fool Sin
Erna Long Italian
Mehl Tripod Stand.

Lay-a-way Today
$1.00 Down

Save $5.18

SialC4
te
HEADQUA TIERS
Super Duper Giant
Costume. Various
$147 Styles to choose from.
One She

KASNOW'S
Lake Street

Fulton

BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE

Teler
Kits,

1

' the watine and
to safeWe suree French

Kind to
nows the
ad to the

Laicky of
iting his
and Mr.

Mrs. E. H. Knighton of Fulton is
visiting in Oklahoma City, Ohio.
Mrs. Clads. Ronduraist
She is staying with her grandchildren,
while
her daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Sloan
Ruth, and her husband vacation
and family of Covington, Tenn.
were guests of his parents, Mr. and in Florida.
Mrs. Charlie Sloan during the
weekend.
Who is EVE?
Misses Diana and Donna Bradshaw of Ridley, Tenn. visited
Mrs. Daigle Bondurant and Clarke
Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett and
son, Howard of St. Louis, Mo
spent the weekend with Mrs. Ella
Holly.
Mrs. J. B. Inman of Ridgely.
Tenn. spent the weekend with
PHONE 12
Mrs. Daigle Bondurant and Clarke.
ALAN LADD - - - - IN
Miss Mary Ann Simpson spent
lbe weekend with friends in Murray.
W. are glad to welcome R. B.
Somiree home from Germany,
viler* he has been for two years,
E
ne
ve In the U. S. Army. He is
eon of Mr. and Mrs. Mack

CAYCE NEWS

TREAS--

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

Conftnited from Page One
Unit will be headed by Highway
Commissioner Henry Ward and
former State Chamber president
Thomas A. Ballantine.
The tentative schedule for Fulton is October 25, 4:30 p. m., at the
Fulton Theatre.

STEAK
SALE!

411111111111111111111111111111=16.

Mrs. Diaisie Bondurant and Clarice wen Friday dinner guests of
lin Rev. and Mrs. Bob Covington
Ms Tinton City.
Mr and Mrs. Howard Sloan of
Muekeseen, Mich. and daughter,
Mrs. Lance Norris and son of Fort
Campbell is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
A. Simpson.
Char:. A -Mims of Huntsville,
Ala. spent the weekend with his
mother. Mrs. Cassie Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith and
family of Arthur. Ill. spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Smith Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Garland and
family of Jackson. Tenn. and Mr.
and Mrs. Augy and family and
Miss Sara Pafford of Memphis
spent the weekend with their parents,41ev. and Mrs. Warner Pafford.

)101stANNITEAflY

THESE SUPER RIGHT STEAKS ARE TENDER JUICY AND RICH FLAVORED CUT AND TRIMMED TO EXACTING STANDARDS FROM TOP QUALITY, FULLY-MATURED, GRAIN-FED
STEER BEEF. A REAL STOCK-YOUR-FREEZERVALUE AT THESE LOW A&P CASH SAVING
PRICES
PORTERHOUSE or T-BONE
SIRLOIN Of CUBE
CENTER CUT ROUND

9C

•

lb.

ECHNI

Super RIOS
Beef
Boneless—

ITS AM) FOR REAL VALUES DURING
NATIONAL FISH PARADE

Dirk
atThe
Top Of
The
Stairs

The
rsat
Oroeghttoy
Play
Rom on
the semen!

lb.

-lb.
Rump Roast
Cod Fillets (Fi) 290 Bacon(
Fish Slic•ks
3.1 .:1c* Leg'OLamb
Dinners .....
21p7:95' Hams :=78tar(
Spare Ribs

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

The Fulton City Chapter No. 41
OES held its regular monthly
meeting Tuesday night at 7:30. at
the Masonic Temple.

Its

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

DOUBLE FEATURE

Frozen

Sup:: RIghtS All Good

(
Shldr.
Oven
Roast
Ready
lb. 49c

Cap'n John—Heat n Eat

Capri John Haddock

Lt
‘ 690

569

Randy)
To Serve

IOW IN CALORIES -HIGH IN PROTEIN!

Lb.49

1'
=
6

NATIONAL APPLE MONTH FEATURE!

A&P New Pock

McIntosh Ali-Purpose

HMS
OCTOBER THRILLER Days Specials
LADIES WOOL SKIRTS
$5.99
PLAIDS AND

SOLID COLORS

Apples(6:1

4

Special Single Control
Electric Blanket, Only $15.88

Pumpkin
Cocktail

Lb. 290

16-0z.100

Tokay Grapes::',Zr„
Potatoes ,1:,:;:".1
25
IG4
Cauliflower
Bananas
Apple Cider
"L67°
Biscuits
6 49°
Is

4

2. 890
Cans
1 o

Bag JJ

41:1 Oft
CaniPbells

Tomato Soup
A
Peaches
u•ic
2
J e
Cake Mixes 14:1;:" 4'pk,:89°
Apple Sauce 4'49°
FROZEN FOODS
A&P
J
4 67° Peanuts
Green Beans
L90
Nuts
(Mixed
4'p7,,.L7°
. uP
Peas
165
NATIONAL DONUT MONTH
Anti-Freeze
Milk WHohui: 6 Ca..79*
Glazed Donuts 0. 33g Evap.
25 Z139
Flour
ineapple Pie
Our Own Tea( ) 49'
CHEESE FESTIVAL FEATURE
57'
Eight0IClock=
59€ BeefStew Armour. Deal 'r.L44°
Sharp Cheese
25,
I
Chili
Butter
I
J
Chili
Snow
White

Large42Cc
. Head

Value

Lb

Indian
Bummer

DOUBLE - BED SIZE
QUILTS, only $4.88
5% WOOL DOUBLE
BLANKET ... $3.49
•

Slip - ons And Cardigans!
Large Assortment Colors, Sizes!

$2.99 to $6.99
LADIES ROBES
Corduroy. Chenille, Quilted
Cotton

$2.99 and $3.99

For Christmas Lay - Away
$1. Will Hold Your Selection Till Christmas

29-0z.
Cana 99
$

Medd-O-Land
Freestone Halves

A Real

12
4

46-O
Can:55°

A&P Sweet
or Natural
Grapefruit

Jug

Angel Food

Cans

Cana

A&P

1-Lb. 4315.0
(Salted).. Pkg.

P

14-0x.
Excel
Vac Pack .... Can

A&P
Tender

Ladies Sweaters

Can

.......

Sultana Fruit

lialirid
ab
a ury
oBraP

Marvel
Perm

J•n• Parker

Gal

II

Reg 390

SunnytIeld
Plain

Jane
Save
Parker ,
1
39°
Reg libo

1-Lb.

Bag

Wisconeln—Ajed Cheddar

Lb.

Armours
With
Beans .•••

Salted
_ 1"
Ctn. 69
)
°

.rar

(10c 0111 1114-0s
Deal
Can

4re 41.•

10o °HI 16%-0z.4170
Deal
Can

Armours
With Out
Beans

We now have a large selection of

MaNammultIosmit

APPLES! APPLES! APPLES!
_

DOLLS

50 reoderkel recipes—Wm appetizers to demob
Collector's Cook Book
.

PRICES IN THIS AD IIFFIECTIVII THRU SAT.. OCT 12

NOVIUMIIIIR

Woman's Day cmir 10$

—From the little baby doll to the
Large 36-inch size doll!

Pillsbury

I

Flour

$2.98 to $9.95

5

ALSO--See our Large Selection of

88c TOYS

57°

Plain
ii
.11-ab.
g
Self Rialng—(4.Lb. Box 690

2 ...."' 51*

Butter Kornai

Urines Dried

Wesson Oil

I

(1'7)

2 Ft. 25'
I

Waldorf
Tissue

I
AM Purpose Veg. OM
. 59 I4 X« 33°

Chase & Sanbom

1

Butter Kernel

Instant Coffee

Navy Beans I

2 ':::41°
Fulton, Ky.

Kraft Parkay

Margarine

Peas & Carrots

Telephones, Trucks, Airplanes, Doctor & Nurse
Kits, etc.

436 Lake Street

Lb. 490

Lb. NM

or...WARNER OROS.

no„....
trick

is

890

e7ar

Corn

89* (::;4:
1 2".3°337°

Crisco
Shortening

Kernel

Scotties

.

I Reynolds Wrap
IHousehold Fon

25 Z.31'

3 ...' 850
I
I

Cane

I

Cut-Rite

racial These

Wox Paper

2 E.,..1 29*

IMO Pt230
liall

'age 6
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WILLIAM

Life in the United States during
'e 1960's was sometimes less cornactable than today. Tht hotels of
he Nation were not equipped to
anvide for great crowds of people
s we have in conventions arid exursions today.
At the State Fair in Indiana,
so young honeymooners could
•nd no rooms to themselves_The
ride had to sleep with a lot of
,thee women, the groom slept on
he living room floor of the boardrig house. A reporter asked the
ouple how they liked married
ife? The bride burst into tears.
he couple had been separated for
hree days, but the bride sobbed:
I've been separated from Jim
oreverrnore!" Said the paper:

IL

MisERNRY

"Never bring your bride to a fair!"
William Walker, the freebooter
whose small army tried to capture
all of Central America to add to
the future Confederacy, was himself captured in Honduras. Walker
and his second-in-command, Kudler (various papers had the name
differently) were executive by the
Honduran Government on Sept.
21. 1860. It took some weeks for
the news to get back to the States.
Walker was a hero to the roughand-ready men who favored secession. His practices and ideas still
give the United States trouble..
we are called "imperialists" by
Castro .. . but the man and his
aims were definitely opposed by

1 TO 5 YEAR LOANS
TO FARMERS
for
Farm equipment
—
Clearing
Truck

Livestock
Buildings

Autos
Fencing

and other
Capital Investments
Repay loans when farm products
are sold
Interest for only the days you
use money
Loans made for General Operating
Expenses

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION
John P. Wilson
Field Office Manager
Hickman, Kentucky

the United States Government.
In New Orleans, a Bntash seacaptain made some statement opposed to Walker, and a local man
promptly slugged the Britisher.
The local bully became the local
hero-of-the-day. Some people in
New Orleans started a move to
erect a statue to Walker.
Newspaper reports of the times
are a bit confused as to Walker.
Much of what was published may
not have been truthful. (Nothing
unusual during those times .. . as
one Southerner said: "All papers
lie, but ours lie more than the
Yankees do!")
The Montgomery MAIL of Sept.
26, said that Walker had an agreement with the French Emper
Napoleon III to support him if he
could take over Nicaragua. Walker, it was said, was to re-establish slavery, that the French would
import slaves, that Walker would
land in Honduras, work has way
inland to Nicaragua. Walker was
thought to have many friends
among the natives, and supposed
that only a small force would be
necessary. However, Walker made
the mistake of landing in Honduras, the best-governed and
strongest of the small Central
American Nations. The British had
a treaty with the people, and came
to help when Walker landed. The
men under Walker entered the
jungle to meet sickness and privation and were soon in a starving
condition.
Americans claimed that Walker
surrendered his men to the British
marines with the understanding
they would not be harmed. The
British turned them over to the
government who said that the men
could go home, but Walker himself would be shot and his second,
Col. Rudler wbuld be imprisoned
for four years.
The people on Walker's side
were very angry at the British
Commander who, they said, had
promised Walker would not be
harmed. (Notice that freebooting
was looked upon as a legitimate
and hon.arable activity . . . and
present day Americans are still
paying the bill for the ill-will engendered by Walker and other
such pirates.)
Slave ships were still very much
in the news during 1864. From a

FIRST QUALITY
FIRST LINE

Fulton County Section'of 27th Annual

SHOES and BOOTS
FOR MEN

Meeting

$8.95 To $24.95

Cayce Elementary School

Forrester Shoe Shop

Tuesday Night, Nov. 1, 1960 - 7:30 P. M.

212 MAIN ST.

Accident Fatal
To Hickman
County Resident

A New Image of Thrift

Dettzel Allison, 33, of the CroleY
Community, Hickman County, was
killed in a two-car wreck near
Beelerton Friday afternoon.
His wire, Mrs. Marie Allison is
at Hillview Hospital here, suffering from facial cuts and bruises.
Also injured in the crash was
Guy Fry, Fulton businessman. He
was taken to Jones Hospital with
knee and chest injuries.
The accident occurred at the
Intersection of Ky.-307 and the
Beelerton Road north of Fulton.
Officers said Allison was driving north on KY. 307 and his car
collided with a panel truck driven
by Fry who came out of the Beelerton Road.
Funeral services were held
Monday at 2 p. m. at Mt. Moriah
Baptist Church with the Rev. Jack
McClain officiating. Burial was in
Bethel Cemetery.
Surviving, other than his wife.
are a daughter, Miss Carnia Lee
Allison; one sister, Mrs. Thelma
Walkman of Campbell, Calif.; two
brothers, Ira G. Allison of Beuna
Park, aid., and Truman Allison
of Clinton, and a half sister, Mrs.
Nina Stroud, Clinton Rt. 3.

hunMrs. Vivian Ackerman had looked into her mirror
dreds of times since she was a little girl, but this was the
first time she had seen the image of "Mrs. United States
Savings Bonds of 1961." The Tucson, Arizona, housewife
won the coveted title over 52 competitors in the "Mrs.
America" finals at Fort Lauderdale, Fla., last week. As the
Treasury's leading women's volunteer during the next 12
months, she will spend part of her time touring the country
in the promotion of Savings Bonds and Savings Stamps. The
attractive brunette is the mother of three children. Her
husband, Harry, is County Attorney for Pima County, Ailzona. Mrs. Ackerman succeeds Mrs. Jean Lemons of Wichita,
Kansas,"Mrs. U. S. Savings Bonds of 1960."

Only Kentucky, Puerto Rico
and two other states limit the
number of amendments to th•
constitution that can be voted
on at one election.

Bring us your
RADIO and TV Repair
RCA Color TElevision
Used TV Sets for Sale

Wood & Pruitt TV
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood

300 Walnut Street
Phone 211

TV REPAIR

CUMBERLAND FALLS
Cumberland Falls State Park,
near Corbin, is the home of the
(ally "moombow" in the western
hemisphere. The "moonbow" is
visible beneath the spectacular
falls on bright, moonlit nights.

HERE! THE GREATEST
SHOW ON WORTH!
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AU Makes and Modell'
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Wade Television450
Phone

111 Lake St.

DOW
All

SAVE
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The Whitnel Funeral Home
Cadillac kabala= Service
- - - always Dependable, Courteous
and Efficient.

A Memorial Service
- with Sympathy and Dignity
Tel. 88

ci

Call Us To Sem
Money On Ropers

Of the states with constitutions arsopted In the 1870-90 period, oaly Illinois has fewer
amendments than Kentucky.
This is because under Kentucky's constitution only two
amendments can in voted on at
one time.

SERVICE
REPAIR

RUPTURE

A satisfied customer is our
best testimeniaL That Is
why we give you fast. effIelmt. technical service mad
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-us to saving you
money!

HIR44

Antennas lestalled

•

The New Sensational Invention
Sutherland's '41D" Trues
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

Roper Television
306 Main Street

City Drug Co- Fulton

nose 307

Keep a Tried & True
Friend of the Farmer
in the Senate

CHEIROttr

Kentucky farmers know Senator Coopers record—
his farm votes, legislation he has successfully introduced for them, and his leadership to protect
them and help them. Here is part of that record:
Soweeor Cooper work, ler •••••••• g••••••••

of the amend•Author in 1948 with Senator Barkley
their fixed 90%

ment which gives tobacco growers
of parity support prices. This law has added millions
of dollars to Kentucky farm income—bcnefitting also
hundreds ut businesses in tobacco counties.
• Author in 1960 with North Carolina's senator
Jordan of the soccessful bill—introduced at the
request of the Kentucky farm Bureau and all
tobacco organizations—to promote larger sales of
burley and dark leaf at home and abroad. .1 his
Jaw keeps tobacco supports at 'KY; of 1959 parity
—a good year—with higher support prices when
farmers' costs go up.

Rd .Afir Sport ("cups. There's up
So 2 inches more head room in this
trim new hardtop, more kg room. •
boo—from and ran'.

• Co-author of Public I./IV 4g0--under which 280
million pounds of tobacco have been sold abroad, and
new markets created for Kentucky leaf. Senator Cooper
has worked with the burky and dark leaf cooperatives
to increase tobacco exports, and is fighting restrictive duties by foreign countoes against out tobacco.

L CHEYT
MOST USEABLE,LIVEABLE.UKEABLE CAR EVER BUILT! SIXMONEDER7U
But a whole new

Senator Cooper's work, and the willingness of tobacco growers to keep their program sound, have
snide our tobacco program the best farm program
ge price farmers re—and have raised the
ceive for their burley from 50c • pound in 1952
to blc last year.

time you park!)
Chevrolet has fewer inches on the outside this year.(Which you'll appreciate every
foot room in the rear. Seats are as
measure of inside comfort and convenience from bigger door openings to more
While out back, that low-loading
much as 14% higher to give you greater comfort and a good command of the road.
dealer's!
Chevrolet
your
at
Nov
luggage compartment is a regular storeroom on wheels.

*'61 CHEVY BISCAYNE 6
the lowest priced full-sized Chevrolet!
You get a full measure of Chevrolet quality and *
roominess priced right down with many cars that
* give you a lot keel

he Kentucky REA co-ops adopted a resolution at
their last annual convention declaring. -Outstanding
in his leadership in the Senate has been Senator jhri
Sherman Cooper." They did so because Sena«sr Cooper
has fought for REA, stood by their 2rib interest rare,
helped secure loans to build their two power generating plants, and loans fur local rural electric cooperatives. And Senator Coorer s initiation of the IllktelShas assured Kentucky REA
ful TVA self-financing
co-ops adequate direct and exchange power.

He Works For You

Biscayne 2-Door Sedan with Body by Fisher.

VOTE

X TUESDAY NOVEMBER 8TH TO RE-ELECT

JOHN SHERMAN COOPER

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK,
Fulton

farness Caisson works for MA A TVA

&meter Cooper tan wean* ass/ holp foraveri

* Presenting big-car comfort at small-car prices *

'04 East Fourth Street

pmv•ws
Sonny Coops, overlie ler •11 55. 11••••••r'•
Sin ,torCamper has sec-soot iissiakd funds for the
MT comers abon program. Extension Set's. tt,
Consersation Sets, ei forest sets ice, snisil
aiersheds. agricultural ri s ., ch. briicelb.sis eradication, corn soil bank, tvic,kmobile and other
farm programs.
lie has successfully worked, spoken and voted
for higher dairy price osmotic the school in, h
•nd school milk programs, protection of the small.
farmer exemption to'in wheat quotas, the wool
program with incentive pas meno. the new farmer's choice -cotton program, Ilnal farm credit programs for unall farmers.

Became of his leadership for farmers, Senator
Cooper was made a member in 1960 of the Senate
Committee on Agriculture—and its Subcommittees on REA and Farm Credit. All farm and REA
legislation must come before this important committee for its decisions. That is why Senator
Cooper says:
"I am ist the best and strongest positing to protect
our tobacco and RE.4 program,— and to do more
than (ter to advance formers' income."

Sea the ;sew Chevrolet ay.', Chevy Corvairs, and the new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

YOUR UNITED STATES SENATOR

P•le

I

Fulton, 1

408 Eddings Street
careful reeding of the papers, it
seems that most Americans both
in the North and South, hoped for
an end to slavery, but there were
men such as those who supported
Walker who hoped to extend slavery so that every white man could
own slaves. In Boston, on October
5, 1860, the officers of the slaveship Orion were fined $2,006 each
and sent to jail for two years each.
also the owner, and lesser fines
for the mates. In New York City,
slave-ship owners were not even
indicted by the grahd juries. ....
In Charleston, friends of a slave
ship captain rescued him from the
arrest of a U. S. Marshal. It was
evident, that slavery would not die
an easy death so Ion& as some people could get rich by the practice
. and people who hated slavery
would die fighting both for and
against it ... for what they called
"States Rights."

•CHI

O. el•••, Cleimes
••••••••••I by Kentucky Illop•bitce• 11••• Camellia Coce.•;teete, le•le

33. OC
•
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joying this occasion were: Mr.
and Mrs. Silas Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
• CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Rarvey Vaarksa • Roy Nix, Mr. and Mrs. Ches Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. Durrel Terrell
and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaug(Last Week)
han. Ches Morrison's birthday will
The Chestnut Glade Home Dem- be the next observed.
onstration Club will meet with
Mrs. Fred Martin of Union City
Mrs. Lucy Gibbs on Oct. 21 at I and Arthur Smithermon of Dep. m., instead of with Mrs. Floisie troit and Mrs. Opal Pound were
Burke, due to Mrs. Burke's illness. dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. HarFriends will be happy to know that vey Vaughan last Wednesday.
Mrs. Burke seems to be some betDewey Grissom, whose hand was
ter for the past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell sperit amputated after being so badly inseveral days last week in Nash- jured when caught in a coinpicker
ville, visiting Mr. and Mrs. New- last week, is reported to be imell Colley. Mrs. Colley, who is proving as well as can be expected.
Mrs. Teraell's sister, has been sick He is a patient at the Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
recently but is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Lee SimpMr. sad Mrs. Harry WI•tver and
Debbie from Neahville spent the son, A. B. Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Ches
'redhead with WV. Forrest Rogers Morrison and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan attended the regular monthly
eral friends enjoyed a birth- meeting of Weakley County Farm
4ay supper in the home of Mr. and Bureau last Thursday night. Mrs.
Mrs. Irvin Brunclige Saturday, Vaughan was invited to review a
honoring Mr Brundige. Those an- book for the Home and Community chairmen. She reviewed Col.
Augustine Rudd's book, "Bending
the Twig." This was on the suggested list for this organization's
reviews for this year.
Mrs. Vascoe Simpson and Mrs.
LI types at Inanrarbs•
Harvey Vaughan attended the
Craft Demonstration at Dresden
SAVE ! GET our
last week. Salad ?eta and Cutting
Boards were finished.
PACKAGE DEAL
Late reports from Mrs. Ada Tea"Covering everything"
gue who has been so critically ill
Felten. Ky.
Phone 45$ due to a broken leg is that she
Is improving nicely at present.
Lake St
Mr. and Mrs. Teague are living
In Independence, Mo.

Dewey Johnson

IR
is 454

us

Hiram Walker aunty
Ii A Rich, True
Bourbon

L 88
I
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FULL QUART $5.00

$4.00
$2 66
$1.50

(4 Years Old)

Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints Half Pints $2.95
$1.50
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F. C. H. S. CHATTER I
By Martha Fart Cox

This week all F. C. H. S. students received their report cards
for the first time this year. Some
of the students have been seen
looking happier, but others showed smiles of satisfaction. Diligence
has been rewarded as well as
frivolousness.
I think that in my previous reports I have failed to give the
names of those elected cheerleaders and majorettes. Those elected
cheerleader are: Kitty Council,
Captain, Jenny Lou Argo, Betty
Fowler, Seniors; Sue Little, Junior; Nancy Shutt and Hattie McClure, Sophomores. Majorettes
are: Judy Kelly, Head majorette,
Senior; Judy Cagle, Phyllis Choate,
Carolyn Collins, Juniors; Linda
McMullin, Freshman. Freshman
teem cheerleaders are: Kay Collins, Captain, Martha Barnett,
Catherine Jones, Sandra Stokes.
Well, Friday night. October 21.
is the night of the Miss F. C. H. S.
contest. All the girls are nervously
awaiting the night and wondering
who the next queen will be. Last
year's queen, Miss Ann Rogers, has
graduated and is attending college
at the University of Little Rock
but will be able to attend and
crown our new queen. Last year's
first alternate was Miss Malinda
Bizwell, a senior at fCHS. Our
other alternate, Miss Brenda
Owens, is attending college at
Christian College, Columbia, Missouri. The public is invited to attend the event which should prove
to be very enjoyable.
Officers of the F. H. A. attended
an officers' training school at Ballard Memorial High School near
La Center on Saturday, Oct. 1.
Those attending from F. C. H. S.
were: Sharon Bradshaw, Martha
Earl Cox Joyce Wright, Carolyn
Brawnier, Kay Rambo, Sara Hutchison, Patsy O'Connor, Ann Marshall, Frankye Hawkins, and Kitty
Council.

Paula DeMyer
Injured In Fall
Mies Paula DeMyer, 23. Fulton
glade teacher, was injured when
thrown from a hone while riding
on the Buthart Farm near nillon
Saturday afternoon at 4.
She suffered a broken vertebra
and is a patient in =view Ho.-

•

•

Community ASC Mayfield Police
Election Boards Sued In Death Of Fulton Lions Minstrel Show Will
Are Selected
Lyinon West, 27 Again This year Be Lots Of Fun

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct 20, 1960
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The Fulton County ASC Community Election Board met at
Hickman in the ASC Office for the
purpose of nominating 10 farmers
In each community whose name
will be placed upon the ballot for
the election to be held_November
10th in each respective community.
The polling places are Vaughn's
Grocery Store, Community A;
Lodgeston
Community
House,
Community B; Hutchison Grocery
Store, Community C; REA Building, Community D; Western School
Building, Community E.
The following persons were
nominated to be placed upon the
ballot:
Community A—Richard Byrd,
Ernest Carver, Rayford Duke,
Avery Hancock, Carl
Hasting,
Marcus Herring, Richard Jeffress,
Harold Pewitt, Robert Thompson
and Charles Wright.
Community
B—Clem Atwill,
Richard Bellew, B. E. Bennett,
Marion Champion, A. L. Cox, Jeff
Harrison, 0. G. Howell, Neal Little, Ray Moss, and T. R. William5011.

Two Mayfield policemen have
been named defendants in a $40,000 law suit field last week in
Hickman Circuit Court at Clinton.
They are: Wilbur Mangrum and
Si Redmond
Plaintiff in the action is Elvis
West of Mayfield, whose son, Leymon Edward West, 27, died on
May 23 as a result of injuries suffered in an automobile accident
while being chased by the Mayfield patrolmen.
The accident occurred on a
gravel road southwest of Water
Valley in Hickman County.
West, who was a passenger in a
car being driven by Kenneth Musser, Mayfield, died of a broken
neck and internal injuries.
Police Chief Cletus Sullivan said
Musser ran a stop light at 8th &
Water Streets about 2:20 a. m. on
May 23, and that patrolmen Mangrum and Redmond gave chase in
the city police car.
Sullivan said the high. - speed
chase continued southward on
Highway 45. The officers finally
caught up and pulled the Musser
car over. As the officers were getting out of the car, Sullivan said,
Musser suddenly started his car
again and drove off, smashing into
the door of the police car.
The chase ended when Musser
attempted to turn off Highway 45
onto a gravel road south of Water
Valley. The vehicle smashed into
an embankment.
The law suit charges that West's
death was the result of gross
negligence on the part of the officers. The suit was filed by attorneys James Warren, Fulton, and
D. McNeil, Hickman.

After the second practice session of the men's chorus of the
Lions Minstrel it is found that
they are still flying high, still in
orbit. It may take a couple of more
sessions to get them back to earth.
Everyone is excited for this appeans to be the best minstrel show
ever. Keep tuned
to station
LION'S and they will keep you
posted on the progress on the
show.
The Lions club Minstrel show is
not sponsored for the benefit of
the Lions club, but is sponsored
for your benefit and the benefit of
everyone in this area. Not only
does it bring you the finest in entertainment but all proceeds have
been used for community development.
The show was first initiated in
1938 when a need arose to help
feed the children at Carr Institute.
This was continued through 1941.
In 1948 and 1949 all the proceeds
went to improvements on Memorial Stadium.

Community C — Robert Adams,
Vanoy Cox, Charles Everett, Luther Hutchison, Tommy Jones, Joe
Hiker, L. B. Maddox, Bert H.
Prather, M. C. Roper and W. B.
Sowell
Community D — James Black,
Philip Choate, Raymond Everett,
Charles Ferrell, James Fields, C. T.
B
Jackson, Chas. Lattus, John B.
Lanus, G. B. Mangold, and Neal
Roach.
Community E—Kelty Conder,
Leslie Davis, George Helm, Wilson
Hulin, Thomas Kemp, Fred Laster, C. W. Morrow Travis Nipp,
Norman Sutton, Jr., and Russell
DUNCAN, CHAIRMAN
Thomas.
Judge Parker W. Duncan of
Additional fazoweeN may be placed upon the ballot by a petition Bowling Green is chairman of the
signed by 10 or more eligible vot- Conatitutional Revision Commiters and filed with the chairman of tee.
each Community Election Board,
not later than October 26th
Who is EVE?
Chairmen of each Community
Election Board are as following.
Community A, T. H. Allen;
Communfty B, Elmer
Hixson;
Conununity C, Forrest McMurry;
Communtty D. M. B. Major; ComPROMP Pickup and delivery!
munity E, James Yates.
Washes, Climbs and Thew
Mem et All Wadi
itemliese at Low
TWO - THIRDS UNKNOWN
Two-thirds of our modern technical advances were unknown
when Kentucky's present constitution was adopted in 1891.

We have complete docks

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT

ELECTRIC

PHONE 2U1

With Your Family!
Enjoy the finest of laundry
service while you enjoy more
time with your family! We're
glad to do your "dirty work"
at thrifty prices!
personal sartifaction guaranteed service.

0 K- PARISIAN

COM

Laundry And Cleaners.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Phone 130

Line

East State

rfl

307

Goes anywhere...and

It's just good common sense...
SR

MONEY, IllEDIRAL IUNDS
AND RELE.ASED FUNDS
1. hen 1, 11140
Dale
54,075,146

1C,Ies
248

Primary
Farm-To-Matkee
Urban
Interstate
SSW RCN.

4z,912,0110
10,595.550

7811

57

113,364,5500
6.000.000
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260
1,440
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to continue with Kentucky's
Great Highway Construction Program
yours... has
Issue you voted for in 1956. See

Akeedy, every Minty in Kentucky ... including

benefitted from

the Hoed Bond

map above. ,
Very soon all of the 1956 Road Bond Money will be allocated
and spent. Yet, there's much more to be done! Today -there are

3,852 miles of Primary & Urban Roads, and 15,239 miles of Secondary Roads (fann-to-market) that criss-cross Kentucky and
ertend into every county and practically every town in our state.
These roads are eligible to participate in the new Federal Aid
Program. These are also the roads where the vastly greater portion
of the new proposed Road and Park Bond issue will be spent!
Remember, too, that no additional taxes are necessary if the
majority of voters say "yes" on November 8th-

fr

new .-ilthardb phone!
There are so many reasons why this
lovely new extension phone fits gracefully wherever you put it in your home.
One is that it's modern—styled for
the modern taste that likes beauty with
simplicity.
Another, it's small—to take less room
on table or desk or kitchen counter.
Bo you can have• phone where one is
nrsded but space is limited.

And the dial lights up. It glows in the
dark so you can find it quickly and,
when you lift the receiver, lights up
brightly to make dialing easy.
Your choice of attractive colors help'
you decorate, too. You can order the
Princess phone in white, beige, pink.
blue or turquoise.
Just call or visit our business office cs
ask any installer-repairman.

South!)
rrl

TWA &Imes moo be mod 4211 to notch Federal
tunas
. . and ibe Dares. nt Public Roods
prohibits di. use of hOseot Nods for no car

serscticasOS soil scads.

For more facts gloom dis program,writ'•

THE KENTUCKY BETTER ROADS COUNCIL

130311
P.

•

0. BOX 1790
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FULTOIN

Spend More Time

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

ga*,

During recent years the majority of the money obtained fron
the minstrels has been used t.
make improvements to the
Park. Tennis and basketball court:
have been constructed, the picnh
area has been improved with twc
covered shelters added. Playground equipment has been add&
and various landscaping completed.
The club plans to continue the
minstrel each and every year ant
the money will be used for some
project to make our coannuatb
a better community.

Non -fro/iticol, public

v lc.

0. rjonization

If

KENTUCKY
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Citizen's Hospital in Akron, is
steadily improving and hopes to be
Mrs. Carey Melds • out of traction in about two weeks
FOR REM.: Floor sanding ma-•••••••.r
now. He is receiving treatment Eind
ctune and electric floor polish- Painting and paperhanging
The Rev. James Holt filled his
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back in early
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If:change
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working
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service.
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and up.
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week, combining beans,
last
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See
Overhauled.
hine
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USED OIL HEATERS for sale, CHARLES W.BITRROW
5. The average number of copies
CO.
first-class shape: 50,000-RTII Per- 309 Walnut
Flhone 61 of each issue of this publication
fection heater, 75,000-BTU Duosold or distributed, through the
-FultonTherm. Call 572-M; Mrs. Herold warm Loans
mails or otherwise ,to paid subMuzzall.
scribers during the 12 months preConventional Loans
For Every Occasion
ceding the date shown above was
FHA Loans
2680.
HALLMARK greeting Cards
SMALL FARMS
R Paul Westpheling, Jr.
-The very best selection of real
RYMER "Personalised"
Publisher
estate for sale at all times 1
Stationery
3 Miles Southwest of Fulton, a small house and
NOW is the time for getting ahead
to a BETTER JOB with SPEEDlarge poultry house on 10 acres of land.
WIRMNG SHORTHAND! EN11,
G!
PARKIN
FREE
ROLL any day, Monday thru Fri20 acres on blacktop road near Water Valley.
day. BRUCE BUSINESS INSTIFulton
Phone 20-J
TUTE, 308 Popular Street, Tel.
Priced at $5,500. Only $1,500 down. This place has a
6415, Martin, Tennessee.
gb
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Boaz & Robbins

HOSPITAL NEWS

CLASSIFIED ADS

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

DEATHS

James Beard

BEST

CLEANEST

USED FURNITURE

SMOOTH
ACTION!

Mrs. Sties Tinier

at

EXCHANGE

'NEW.

McCULLOCH

•PIERCE STATION

ONE/51

PAUL NAILLING

Mrs. Lillie %sells

Implement Company

FARM LOANS

WALLPAPER
CLOSEOUTS

25'

FARM INSURANCE

-

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fl

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE

1

Save $1.00
per bushel on
SOUTHERN STATES QUALITY

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

Across From •
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice
JINNI

30% in 6 MO NiT1RS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

pv

Wick

Smith Agency
CALL 62 - 160

Bring your repair jobs to

Save $1.00 per bushel-simply order
NOW and take delivery before April 15

Phone 399

8. Fulton

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY

Tickets
hands of
leaders in
be purchai
Sapphire
limited m
the intere
thus far
to attend
is prediete
ed jointly
Hickman
"As we
of this
organized
active at t
especially
Dernocrati
lead in in

Cm
saying.
WFUL
Radio S
returns
Station
bring yc

Here's t
WS1L-TV
tucky rad
Paducah •
Joan that•
Broadcastl
residents i
etection n
trIct and I
Nation.

election
County 144
port is psi
ate area it
et. an W
lOinois, c
don set
When t
FM is fla
station in
WFUL an
the TV-S
time the c
will be sh
while the
cast.
Fred K
TV said

Cla
We

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,

very nice, small house.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

50 acres in Weakley County, 40 acres cropland
and 4 tenths acre tobacco base. Priced at $4,500.

FALL SPECIALS
Used Living Room Suites, from
Reworked Living Room Suits, from

$ 37.50
$ 47.50

Odd Chairs, from
Chest of Drawers
Reclining Chairs, from _
Pedal Type Singer Sewing Machine

$
$
$
$

Coffee and End Tables
Bunk Beds, new
Table Lamps
Gas Ranges, from

$ 4.50
$105.00
$ 5.50
$ 49.95

Charter Oak Coal Stove
New Hot Blast Coal Heater, from
Thermostat Wood Stoves
Good Dixie Elect. Range

$
$
$
$

32.50
49.50
58.88
74.50

Nice Dish Cabinet
Bed Springs
Nice Chifferobe
9xI2 Rugs, from

$
$
$
$

15.00
7.50
12.50
5.95

2.50
7.50
37.50
22.50

E
WADE'S USED STOR
Save"

owner and operator.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

Property For Sale

Rey
Democ.thusiam
and the
ed a nel
Kenned:
proachir
ed the y
News or
ton, on
fund-rai
at Snit]
party, %
will arri
friends.

Scott's Floral Shoppe

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance as
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.

-

FLOWERS

Col
Pl

- "Trade With Wade and
EASY TERMS
217 Main Street

Phone 345
alMOMIIMINIer

26 acres, 2 miles north of Fulton. Priced at $3,250.
29 acres with good house, water, electricity, and
bath - good barn and good fences.

HOUSES.
A luxury home on Martin Highway. This home
has electric baseboard heat, attic fan, 5 bedrooms, 3
baths, dining room, library-den, large kitchen with
dishwasher & disposal, large utility room, double
carport, and many other fine features. All this on
19 acres, 3 miles south of Fulton.
A good home on Forrestdale Ave., in South Fulton. 2 bedrooms with a large room that could be
used as family room.
On Arch Street in Fulton, a rile,2 bedroom home..
$1,500, down with balance onIiing term G. I. Loan.

CANNON AGENCY
REAL ESTATE AND INSURACE

Phone 478

55 Phone 55

Mr. ass
of 707 Vi
Ion coupl
em Wedd
the day
and frkri
an open
Over a
the houn
Mr. and
more hre
honorcd
lovely gi
Mr. an
parents
Meech 711T
Holt, wh

